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Abstract
The paper presents the Function Points (FP) method, which can be used for a preliminary effort estimation using limited
information. Despite the potential for early use of the effort estimation, FP provides meaningful and relatively accurate
results. The authors aimed to design Modified Function Points (MFP) methods based on regression model and analyze
the influence of Value Adjustment Factor (VAF) on the estimation accuracy of the development effort. For research
purposes was selected the ISBSG dataset. Subsequently, the original dataset was reduced according to data requirements
and divided into two parts the training and the testing section (in ratio 2:1). The presented analysis was processed as
a preparatory phase for further research in this area. Matlab toolboxes were used for the design and verification of
discussed algorithms.
Keywords: accuracy; function points; software estimation; VAF; development effort

1. Introduction
Software development projects planning involves estimation of development time. In many cases, the development
time estimation is based on development effort estimation. The effort is measured in person-hours and is based on software
size estimation. The software size estimation can be one of the known methods [1], [2], [3], [4]. In this paper, an FP
method is involved. The effort estimation in FP is based on the proper setting of the productive factor [5]. The estimation
process of the product costs is discussed in [6], [7]. The FP estimation process is a time-consuming, as it requires detailed
elicitation of the project requirements and maps them into predefined components. Several simplified methods have been
proposed to minimize the effort required to calculate FP [8]. Of course, also new advanced methods have been developed
to estimate the size of software projects [9]. Impact of functional and non-functional requirements was studied in [10];
authors discuss a functional size and relationship to complexity. In [11] authors discuss a complexity matrix for FP’
variables. Variable influence on estimation accuracy was studied in [12], in which the most influential variables were
evaluated. In [13] authors present a case study of using FP in the industry. They confirm a practical impact on the software
industry.
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In [14] the study of FP application to web-based projects. In [15] authors perform analysis of general system
characteristics (GSC), which a baseline for VAF factor is calculating. They denoted that VAF improves accuracy in 50%
of cases. This finding was confirmed in [16]. The VAF is one of the variables which relevance is studied in the software
effort estimation research. Correlation between effort and FP (including unique FP variables) provided in [16], [17], [18].
The factors influence was studied in [12]. The VAF is usually reported as a factor which brings less influence to accuracy
than other factors.
This paper is divided into six sections. In Section 2 a problem statement is outlined. In Section 3, used methods are
described. In Section 4 an experiment setup, VAF analysis, and tested method description are presented. In Section 5
research results are discussed. Finally, Section 6 is a conclusion.
2. Problem statement
In the presented paper, the authors focused on a comparison of the accuracy of development effort estimation, when
three approaches are evaluated. The models will be evaluated on observations, which are described with and without
VAF factor. The effect of VAF on estimation accuracy will be studied and described.
The tested methods will be as follows:
• FP method, when mean of PDR is applied
• Modified FP method, in which a linear regression model (LRM) is applied
• Modified FP method, in which stepwise regression (SRM) was tested
The research question answered by this study are as follows:
• RQ1: Does VAF factor improve estimation accuracy?
• RQ2: Are all tested methods equivalent in the sense of estimation accuracy?
3. Method used
3.1. Function Points Method
The Function Points Method is standardized and maintained by the IFPUG - International User Group of Function
Points. The IFPUG was founded in Toronto in 1986. The IFPUG has established that the methodology will distinguish
five function types of components (measurement parameters) [19], [20], [21]:
Transaction function types:
• External inputs (EI) – these are external input functions with their logical data groups and elements. External inputs
are elementary processes, which include, for example, screens, forms, dialogs, or control signals that allow the user
or another program to perform data operations on the system.
• External Outputs (EO) – these are external output functions with their logical data groups and elements. External
outputs are elementary processes, which include, for example, screens, report charts, or control signals generated by
the system for the end user.
• External queries (EQ) – these are external query functions with their logical data groups and elements. External queries
are elementary processes. Nowadays, thanks to modern applications, it is difficult to distinguish the difference between
EO and EQ.
Data function types:
• External Interface Files (EIF) - these are external interface files with their records and elements. These are data, which
are maintained outside of the system boundary.
• Internal Logical Files (ILF) - these are internal logical files with their records and elements. These are data, which are
maintained in the system boundary.
Component
EI
EO
EQ
EIF
ILF

Low
3
4
3
5
7

Complexity weights
Medium
Large
4
6
5
7
4
6
7
10
10
15

Table 1. Classification of the complexity of components
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After system distributing into the component groups by assigning the number of unique functions (NUF), it is
necessary to classify the FP according to a complexity weights into three groups (low, medium and large).
Table 1 shows weights for classification the complexity of individual component groups. Calculation of Unadjusted
Function Points (UFP) is performed as the sum of multiplications of NUF and appropriate complexity weights.
𝑚

𝑘

𝑈𝐹𝑃 = ∑ ∑(𝑁𝑈𝐹𝑖,𝑗 × 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑗 )

(1)

𝑖=1 𝑗=1

where m is a number of components and k is a number of complexity group.
The next step is to include the influence of 14 factors called General Systems Characteristics (GSC), which are described
in Table 2.
GSC factor
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12
F13
F14

Description
Does the system require backup and recovery?
Are Data Required for Communication?
Does the system include a distributed processing function?
Is critical performance required?
Will the system work during heavy loads?
Does the system require direct data input?
Do data inputs require multiple screens or operations?
Are the main files up-to-date?
Are inputs, outputs, files and queries intricate?
Is internal processing complicated and complex?
Is the code designed for reuse?
Are Conversions and Installation Included in Design?
Is the system designed for multiple installations in different locations?
Is the application designed to make it easy for users to make changes?
Table 2. GSC - factors affecting the system

Each factor is rated by degree of effect on the application on the 0-5 scale. The following Table 3. represents the
significance of the influence factors rating.
Influence
None
Not relevant
Mild
Average
Significant
Very strong

Rating
0
1
2
3
4
5

Table 3. Factors weights
Using GSC factors and their rating is possible to express formula for Value Adjustment Factor (VAF) calculation:
14

𝑉𝐴𝐹 = 0.65 + 0.01𝑥 ∑(𝐹𝑖 × 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔)

(2)

𝑖=1

Finally, the number of Adjusted Function Points (AFP) is calculated according to the formula:
𝐴𝐹𝑃 = 𝑈𝐹𝑃 𝑥 𝑉𝐴𝐹

(3)

3.2. Regression models
A linear regression model is an approach to modeling a linear relationship between independent (explanatory)
variables (one or many) and the dependent variable (response). If the goal of the model is an estimation of the response,
then the sum of squared residuals (SSR) is used for model evaluation. The model is represented by linear curve (line), for
which SSR is minimal [4], [22], [23].
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The least square method is the most common method used for fitting. The linear curve is called a regression line. The
case of one independent variable is called a simple linear regression (SLR). For more than one independent variables, the
method is called multiple linear regression (4). The multiple linear regression model (MLR) could be defined by the
formula:
𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑋𝑖1 + 𝛽2 𝑋𝑖2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑝 𝑋𝑖𝑝 + 𝜀𝑖 ,

𝑖 = 1, … 𝑛

(4)

where 𝑦𝑖 is the dependent variable and 𝑋𝑖1 … 𝑋𝑖𝑝 are independent variables (predictors), 𝛽0 is an intercept, and 𝛽1 … 𝛽𝑛
are regression coefficients. The value of 𝜀𝑖 represent the estimation error. The model is designed as a matrix, where each
row represents an observation.
Linear regression can be represented as polynomial regression [24], [25] in which the relationship between the
dependent variable and the independent variables is modeled as an mth degree polynomial (5)
2
𝑚
𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑋𝑖1 + 𝛽2 𝑋𝑖2
+ ⋯ + 𝛽𝑝 𝑋𝑖𝑝
+ 𝜀𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, … 𝑛.

(5)

In the case of MLR, the model construction can benefit from the stepwise regression [22], [26], [27]. The goal of the
stepwise regression method has identified a set of independent variables and the form of a linear relationship, which
brings the minimal value of control criteria. Stepwise process of multiple linear regression is based on the forward - and
backward selection that involves an automatic process for the selection of independent variables; and can be briefly
described as follows:
1. Setting a starting model, which contains predefined terms,
2. Setting limits for the final model – what type of terms are needed in a model - the linear term is used, squared terms
and vice versa,
3. Setting the evaluation threshold – the sum of squared errors (SSE),
4. Adding or removing terms; retesting the model;
5. Stepwise regression is stopped when there is no further improvement in estimation.
Model is rechecked and evaluated after adding (forward) or removing (backward) a term to see if its significance has
been reduced below a specified tolerance level. Significance in this context means, that model brings a lower value of
SSE.
Forward selection starts without variables in the model and then iterates to add a variable. If a non-significant term is
found, it is removed again from the model, and text term is added.
Backward selection works in a similar manner, but terms are removed if they are found to be non-significant.
Therefore, stepwise regression requires two significance levels: the first for adding the term and the second for removing
the term. Final model can be controlled by setting a type of final model – which terms will be kept – without evaluation
their significance to model.
3.3. Evaluation criteria
For development effort estimation, there are exist several commonly used criteria, which are accepted as a standard
evaluation. In this research, all performed simulations were evaluated according to four of selected metrics. Their
equations are given as follows:
Mean Squared Error (MSE):
𝑛

1
2
𝑀𝑆𝐸 = ∑(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦
̂)
𝑖 𝑖
𝑛

(6)

𝑖=1

The Magnitude of Relative Error (MRE):
𝑀𝑅𝐸 =

|𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦
̂|
𝑖
𝑦𝑖

(7)

The Mean of Magnitude of Relative Error (MMRE):
𝑛

1
𝑀𝑀𝑅𝐸 = ∑ 𝑀𝑅𝐸𝑖
𝑛

(8)

𝑖=1
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Prediction level (PRED):
𝑛

1
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑀𝑅𝐸 ≤ 𝑙
𝑃𝑅𝐸𝐷(𝑙) = ∑ {
𝑛
0

(9)

𝑖=1

where n is the number of observations, 𝑦𝑖 is the known real value, 𝑦̂𝑖 is the predicted value and 𝑙 is the threshold of
percentage error. PRED(l) describes overall estimation quality within a selected level of percentage errors.
4. Experiment design
4.1. Dataset description
It was used an ISBSG project repository Release 13 as an examined dataset. The ISBSG dataset includes 6760
historical projects. Information according to full dataset is in [28]. Dataset used in our experiments was obtained by
selection of projects with high data quality rating (A) and known parameters EI, EO, EQ, EIF, ILF, VAF (see chapter 3.1)
needed for UFP computation. Based on these requirements we have got dataset DS of 631 projects. Next experiments
will be evaluated by using two sub-datasets (training set DS1 and testing set DS2), which were created using the hold-out
approach in ratio 2:1.
Table 4 shows characteristics of used sub-datasets DS1 and DS2. All values in Table 4 are based on UFP and
Normalized Work Effort (NWE), which represents development team full effort (real) in person-hours. Parameter n
indicates a number of dataset projects.
n
DS1

423

Mean
UFP
369.24

DS2

208

300.53

Median
UFP
198.0

Min
UFP
25.0

Max
UFP
2983.0

SD
UFP
480.94

Mean
NWE
3791.4

Median
NWE
2039.0

Min
NWE
31.0

Max
NWE
52172.0

SD
NWE
5986.6

204.5

13.0

1810.0

308.91

3347.7

1925.0

107.0

36046.0

4469.9

Table 4. Dataset’s Characteristics
In Fig. 1 a boxplot of the training (DS1) and testing (DS2) datasets is presented. As we can see, there are many possible
outliers in the datasets DS1 and DS2, but all analyses in this study were carried out on complete datasets DS1 and DS2,
including possible outliners.

Fig. 1. Boxplot of the training and testing datasets
4.2. VAF factor analysis
As the first step, the correlation between VAF and AFP and correlation between VAF and NWE are studied. The
correlation, which is used is a Person correlation coefficient, which can be from interval 〈−1; 1〉. The value 1 is a strong
positive correlation; value -1 represent strong negative correlation. A positive correlation can be interpreted as a linear
relationship – if VAF is increasing, then AFP or NWE will be increased too. VAF can influence an AFP in a range of
±35 % [1]. Correlations between VAF, AFP, and NWE for datasets DS1 and DS2 are presented in
Table 5. As can be seen, there is a weak correlation in both datasets. Therefore, further analysis of VAF factor
influence of estimation accuracy is needed.
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VAF (DS1)
VAF (DS2)

AFP
0.16171
0.12750

NWE
0.20874
0.12030

Table 5. Correlation coefficients between variables VAF, AFP and NWE
4.3. Tested methods
This paper aimed to determine the effect of the VAF factor on the accuracy of the estimate. Therefore, three methods
for effort estimation were tested. First, the basic unmodified FP method, second, the modified FP method using a linear
regression model (LRM) and third, the modified FP method using stepwise regression (SRM) was tested. All three
methods were tested in the variant without and with the VAF factor as an independent variable. Regression models require
historical data for evaluating the effort of a new project, where the dependent variable 𝑦𝑖 equals the NWE vector and the
AFP attributes (EI, EO, EQ, EIF, ILF and VAF) are used as independent variables (𝑋𝑖 ). Models were computed according
to equations (1) – (3). Predictors were used as variables, and all of them, were obtained by FP method. Estimations of
project development effort obtained by LRM and SRM are reported in person-hours. FP method brings a project size
estimation. To convert estimated size to an estimated development effort, a parameter 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑃𝐷𝑅 (10) is needed to be set:
1

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑃𝐷𝑅 =

1
∑ 𝑃𝐷𝑅
𝑛

(10)

𝑛

Were meanPDR is mean Product Delivery Rate value. In this study, meanPDR = 11.86, which was computed from training
dataset DS1; n is a number of projects (observations), and PDR is a product delivery rate for each of the projects in
training dataset DS1. Than project development effort (11) is obtained using the following formula:
𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 𝐴𝐹𝑃 × 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑃𝐷𝑅

(11)

Regression models were obtained employing a training dataset DS1. The model formulas and other parameters are
summarized in Table 6.

LRM
LRM-VAF
SRM
SRM-VAF

Formula
y ~ 1 + AFP
y ~ 1 + AFP × VAF
y ~ 1 + AFP + 𝐴𝐹𝑃2
y ~ 1 + ( AFP × 𝑉𝐴𝐹) + (AFP × VAF)2

R2
0.549
0.572
0.559
0.579

AdjR2
0.548
0.571
0.557
0.577

Table 6. Regression models’ formulas
As can be seen from Fig. 2., there is some tendency for larger fitted values to have larger residuals. All tested models’
errors are proportional to the measured values.

Fig. 2. Comparison of residuals vs. fitted values of tested methods
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In Fig 3., estimation errors of tested methods can be shown. As can be seen, means of estimation errors for all tested
methods are close to 0, which can be interpreted as errors are normally distributed. The number of outliners is relatively
high, which has a negative impact on MSE or MMRE value.

Fig. 3. Comparison of estimation errors of tested methods

The values in Table 7 are given in person-hours. The unit of the measure also results in extremely high values of the MSE
parameter, where the sum of squared errors is calculated.

FP
FP-VAF
LRM
LRM-VAF
SRM
SRM-VAF

MSE
1.2592e+07
1.1881e+07
1.1904e+07
1.1376e+07
1.2274e+07
1.1675e+07

MMRE
1.4159
1.4335
1.3394
1.3225
1.4623
1.4265

PRED(0.25)
0.20192
0.25481
0.22115
0.20192
0.22115
0.23077

Table 7. Results comparison

5. Results discussion
According to the presented values of the correlation coefficients in Table 5, it can be seen that correlations between
VAF, and AFP, and NWE in both datasets are weak (coefficients are from 0.12030 to 0.20874). Therefore, the authors
decided to further verification of VAF's impact on the accuracy of the development effort estimation. Three methods for
the effort estimation were tested in the variant without and with the VAF factor; basic unmodified FP method, the modified
FP method using a linear regression model (LRM) and the modified FP method using stepwise regression (SRM).
The answer to RQ1: VAF factor improve estimation accuracy negligibly. The simulation results of MSE presented in
Table 7 show that the use of VAF brings approximately 5.7 % improvement in case of the FP, 4.4 % improvement in case
of the LRM and 4.9 % improvement in case of the SRM.
The answer to RQ2: Simulation results prove that all tested methods are nearly equivalent in the sense of estimation
accuracy. Results of MSE presented in Table 7 show that LRM brings approximately 5.5 % improvement compared to
FP. SRM brings approximately 2.5 % improvement compared to FP and SRM brings approximately 3.1 % degradation
compared to LRM.
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6. Conclusion
This article aimed to determine whether the VAF factor has an impact on the accuracy of the development effort
estimation and how large that effect is. To meet these goals, as a first step, we have analyzed the data regarding the
correlation between VAF and AFP and between VAF and NWE.
Subsequently, was performed a simulation verification of the development effort estimation using three methods: FP,
LRM and SRM in two variants without and with the VAF. As can be seen from Table 7, none of the tested methods brings
a significant improvement in estimation, when VAF is used and all tested methods are nearly equivalent in the sense of
estimation accuracy. For the testing purposes, it was used ISBSG dataset, and simulation calculations were performed
using the Matlab environment. Future work will explore the possibility of improving development effort estimations by
using other enhancements to the original FPM, but also by analyzing data from the perspective of outliners, data
clustering, etc.
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